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Future of farming
up for discussion
at AFC
Delegates hear how mass urban
migration is shaping advances in production systems
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“Technological breakthroughs will turn the
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world upside down within the next 10

to adopting new production practices.

years,” Koppert explained. “There is a focus
on innovation for growers, which in turn
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won’t feed the world.”

A panellist in a group discussion that

Jones and Ron Geritz from Orisis, a
company developing a 1,600m2 indoor
farm close to Shanghai.
Geritz highlighted the productivity gains
that will be delivered by the facility once it
opens, claiming it will be able to harvest a
crop of leafy greens every month, opposed
to two times a year in an open field.

followed Koppert’s presentation, Costa
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growing sweeter or bigger.

“Vertical farms allow you to tailor your

“You’re not just growing food crops; you’re

production,” he said. “For example,

growing crops specific to consumers'
needs.”
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